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This provocation is intended to intervene in some of the current tensions around 
solidarity/support work as the current trajectories are counter-liberatory from my 
perspective. Special thanks to OS in Phoenix for convos that lead to this 'zine 
and all those who provided comments/questions/disagreements. Don't construe 
this as being for "white young middle class allies", just for paid activists, 
non-profits, or as a friend said, "downwardly-mobile anarchists or students." 
There are many s o -called "allies" in the migrant rights struggle who support 
"comprehensive immigration reform" which furthers militarization of 
Indigenous lands. 

The ally industrial complex has been established by activists whose 
careers depend on the "issues" they work to address. These nonprofit 
capitalists advance their careers off the struggles they ostensibly 
support. They often work in the guise of "grassroots" or 
"community-based" and are not necessarily tied to any organization. 
They build organizational or individual capacity and power, establishing 
themselves comfortably among the top ranks in their hierarchy of 
oppression as they strive to become the ally "champions" of the most 
oppressed. While the exploitation of solidarity and support is nothing 
new, the commodification and exploitation of allyship is a growing trend 
in the activism industry. 

Anyone who concerns themselves with 
anti-oppression struggles and collective 
liberation has at some point either 
participated in workshops, read 'zines, 
or been parts of a deep discussions on 
how to be a "good" ally. You can now 
pay hundreds of dollars to go to 
esoteric institutes for an allyship 
certificate in anti-oppression. You can 
go through workshops and receive an allyship badge. In order to 
commodify struggle it must first be objectified. This is exhibited in how 
"issues" are "framed" & "branded." Where struggle is commodity, allyship 
1s currency. 
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